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Hours of leisure
Miles of pleasure

HARD WORK = REWARD

Stelvio’s ‘young blood’ conquerors –(l-r) David Evans, Leon Gower,
Stuart Patterson, Dave French & Steve Harrington
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Anthony, resplendent in GCC kit, in the National 10 ride
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Results
Welcome to new members
31/8/14 National 10

V718

A Westwood

20.43

7/9/14

GCC 10

Q10/24

A Westwood v
S Gibson
K Gleadow v
A Crothall v
M Jones v

28/9/14

23.00
23.23
25.37
26.21
32.56

GCC Hillclimb

A Westwood v
D Evans
W Steed
D French
T Jacobs
S Hunter v
K Savage
K Allen

QHC1
3.32
3.37
3.39
3.54
4.32
4.41
4.44

Hayden Tucker
Colin Wilson
We hope you will enjoy many happy hours
of riding with us and being part of the
Club.

Commiserations to
Steve Jones who has had to have further
surgery to the injury he sustained to his
wrist when being knocked off his bike in
Longfield.
And to winter fast man Graham Terry???

Well done to the 17 that turned up for
the last Club Night – members, new
members and past members returning with
their offspring!!

5.06

5/10/14 KCA Hillclimb Champs/
Wigmore
QHC/11
A Westwood
K Savage

4.02
5.27

London Cyclocross League
2/11/14
Addington, Surrey
S Gibson
9th/50
(Steve’s son Luke raced in the U10s)

Well done to the conquerors of the
Stelvio Pass in Italy – David Evans, Dave
French, Leon Gower, Steve Harrington
and Stuart Patterson
And to Anthony Westwood on his 20.43
National Championship 10m TT ride

Cyclocross Sunday 16th 12.30
Our very own Steve Gibson will be riding
to please go/come along and support him.

DINNER & AWARDS EVENING
Friday 28th November 2014-11-12
TJs, Milton Rd, Gravesend
Contact Patrick McMaster 01474 356181; 07833 636550
pmcmaster@blueyonder.co.uk
(List of Award winners follows – Awards & Trophies awarded at this
event)
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2014 Award Winners
Pym Hill Trophy

J Tibbs

Club Champion

M Coulter

Senior Evening 10
Champion
2nd
3rd

S Gibson
S Harrington
D Evams

Veterans Evening 10
Champion
2nd
3rd

A Westwood
M Coulter
K Gleadow

Evening 10 Handicap

M Jones

Veterans Champion

M Coulter

Tom Medley Trophy

K Gleadow

Tom Taylor Trophy

M Jones

Eldridge Memorial Trophy

M Coulter

Hinds Road Race Trophy

S Gibson

Hill Climb Champion – Men

A Westwood
K Savage

Ladies

‘Newcomer of the Year’

K Firmin

Club Record rides

A Westwood

Wooden Spoon

(I wonder now…….??????)

(Trophies and Awards will be presented at the Dinner &
Awards Evening on 28 November)
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Anthony’s 10m National Championship ride
by ………. the fast man himself , Anthony

(And it’s a bloody long way to Hull too!!!) After a bottom-numbing 6 hour journey,
averaging more or less the same speed I would be racing at the next day, I finally
arrived at my accommodation for the night, a Travelodge usefully located next to the
dual carriageway which forms the V718 10 mile TT course. I quickly put my bike
together and set off for a recce ride in the evening sunlight. The ‘V’ as it is known in
time trialling circles, is not a course for the faint hearted; the road is effectively an
extension of the M62 and lorries come hurtling past, just a few feet away, at 70mph. It
is though, super smooth and ridiculously fast, and I completed outward 5 miles in 12
minutes just turning the pedals over. The return leg is slower being slightly uphill, but
it is easily the fastest section of road I have ever ridden.
I arrived at HQ early the next day and began to notice riders such as the legendary
‘Hutch’ (Michael Hutchinson) and Matt Bottrill getting ready. This didn’t really help
my mental race preparation - I knew I wasn’t in the best shape, having injured myself
6 weeks beforehand, but I didn’t want to come last! I got to the start too early and had
to wait 10 minutes before starting. It was a relief to finally get going, and I didn’t feel
too bad, maintaining about 31mph for the first few miles, but I knew I was lacking the
power I had had earlier in the season. I attempted to ‘attack’ the double roundabout at
the turn which put me into the ‘red’, but was still on target for a fast time at 6 miles
with a 30mph average. But there was still the uphill section to go and I watched my
speed fall to 25mph, at which point I was caught by the rider who had set off a minute
behind me. I reached the turn for the last 1.5 miles but had nothing left for a sprint
finish and crossed the line in 20.43
I didn’t come last though, thank goodness, but was near the back of the field in 125th
place. Even if I’d replicated my PB ride of 20.13 I would still have been outside the
top 100! The race was though, easily the fastest 10m TT ever held, with a phenomenal
86 sub 20 minute rides, including 4 ‘17s’ and 20 ‘18s’. It was won by Matt Bottrill in
17.40, the second fastest time ever, at an average speed of 34 mph. It wasn’t my best
race but I’m glad I went!
(Ed: that 19 min 10 beckons – at least you only have to shave 14 secs off your previous PB; some of us can only
dream of your times, irrespective of the shaving!. You just need that confluence of circumstances – weather,
course, health, fitness and you’ll even be thinking of an 18!!!!!! Anyway the Club is pleased you took the
Gravesend name to the national event – something which has not happened for many a long year. 2015 beckons)
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words by Steve Harrington, photos
Dave French and David Evans

After the successful trip to the French Alps last year, GCC planned another trip taking on the
famous switch backs of the Stelvio Pass. Unfortunately Jason was unable to make the trip, but
kindly let Dave French, Dave Evans and
myself borrow his van for the trip down
to Italy, which would be about a 12 hour
drive. Leon and Stuart were travelling
independently and would meet up with us
once we where there. The trip nearly
ended before it really got going as just
after we got off the train and headed
south. the "check engine light" came on
with a warning message to check the
injectors. Alarmed we pulled over
straight away and decided to drive until
the next service station. After drawing straws I pulled the short one and had to call Jason and
break the news to him of the fault. But to our relief he was aware that this light can come on
and it was okay to drive, so we carried on our way. The journey was pretty painless for a 12
hour drive. The real fun started where we had to drive over the Swiss side of the Stelvio and
back down the Italian side to get to where we were staying. The Swiss side nearly put us off;
it was incredibly steep, narrow and the corners where super tight. The three of us were not
looking forward to riding up something like this, but the Italian side looked a lot more
rideable, still looked steep, but more
rideable.
The hotel we were staying out was Hotel
Funivia
(http://www.hotelfunivia.it)
which we couldn't recommend more.
The food was great and the location was
perfect. It had a full workshop with a
very secure bike room and they even
offered a free cycling kit washing
service so all your kit was washed and
dried overnight and ready waiting for
you at breakfast.
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The first day we set out to climb the
Stelvio from the side we were staying
in, Bormio, but just as we were just
about to start climbing Stuart noticed
his gears were not changing properly
so we pulled over and noticed his gear
cable was really worn. A fix was
attempted but then the gear cable came
apart. Luckily on the way to the
Stelvio, right at the base is a bike shop
so we all rode there, Stuart using his
new single speed set up! After the
quick pitstop everyone was as ready as they could be to attempt the climb. The climb itself
was 21.5 km long with an average gradient of 7.1% which had us climbing 1533 meters. The
weather was perfect it was warm and clear which meant you could see all that was in store for
you, the 40 switchbacks. The climb was relentless but the views and the way the road was
hanging onto the mountain were incredible and took your mind off the pain of the climb. With
the climb finishing off at 2758M, it did start to get quiet cold at the top and the wind was
blowing. I did feel sorry for everyone who had to wait for me at the top which was the story
of the trip, with the two Dave's and Leon climbing like mountain goats. Once we had all
reached the top and done the standard tourist photos, we decided to descend the same side
grab a bit of lunch and find something else to climb in the afternoon. Coming down was so
much more fun than going up, again the views blew your mind, not that you had much time to
look with all the switchbacks and corners. After lunch we then set about climbing Bormio
2000, roughly 10k and has 735 meters of climbing, and a more gentle affair which was mostly
a wooded climb through the forest, nice since the sun was really beating down now. Again the
trio of the super climbers went away never to be seen again until the summit. It ended with
Stuart outsprinting me, leaving me with the wooden spoon. Then again came the more
enjoyable part of coming down but the good thing about this climb was it finished right
outside our hotel so was perfect in that we could freewheel the whole way from the top to the
bike room, judging by the speed Leon was coming down
he must have been freewheeling the whole way down.
The second day plan was to head along the valley to climb
the Gavia which meant climbing pretty much straight out
the hotel door, but the "climb" itself is 17.3k long with an
average of 7.9% and has 1363M of climbing. After
yesterdays endeavours everyone was feeling a bit sore and
I found it hard since there were a lot of ramps and false
flats. I found it really hard to settle into a rhythm. Once
again the views were mind blowing and the way the road
was hanging onto the rock face for dear life was mental.
The climb itself had very few switch backs and was
mainly long sweeping bends, which just had me thinking the whole way up I can wait to be
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coming down. At the top we had the
same finishing order from the previous
two climbs. After a quick drink and a
few snaps we set back off with Dave
French leading the way down but he
was going downhill like a mad man,
I'm sure he was getting his knee down
in the tighter bends! Once at the base
of the climb we all regrouped again
waiting for Leon who appeared to fly
up the mountains but he said was
enjoying the views on the way down
too much, we then blasted down the valley road. We decided that we were done with hills for
the day and we would find a flatish road and just cycle 45 minutes out and turn back, but after
about 20 minutes of climbing we noticed that there didn't seem to be a flat road in the area so
we turn back and called it day.
The last day we decided to drive over the Stelvio and climb it from the other side which was
more famous due to Top Gear rating it the best road to drive on. It has 46 switch backs. After
getting stuck behind the local bus we made it down and got ready for the climb. It was hard
going with no warm up, just climbing as soon as we left the van. The views were amazing
again far better than anything I've seen in the French Alps and the Pyrenees. Another
distraction came from all the super cars zooming up the mountain, and since we went on the
weekend on the Monza F1 motor race there was a whole fleet of super cars racing home on
the Monday. Much of the same happened on the climb, the super trio flew away, with the only
small victory for myself coming when I spotted Stuart in the distance with about 5 k left so
gave it everything to try and catch him and just doing so with just over 1k left. Once reaching
the top it was good know that all the climbing was over for the trip. We all turned back to the
van, bar Dave Evans being the pro that he is he had to head down the other side to get back
for his massage. Coming down with all
the switchbacks was hard work my
hands were killing me by the end. We
also overtook a Ferrari who's
embarrassed owner had cut the
switchback to tight and the car had
bottomed out and grounded itself on the
corner.
All in all it was a great trip I highly
recommend the hotel to anyone planning
a trip down there it was great, the
services it offered, the location and the food were spot on. The Stevlio itself was a great climb
and a must for everyone. The views were worth the hard work. On the drive back thoughts
were turning to next year’s trip and where we would like to go.
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AGM resume
Unfortunately for a club with an increasing membership there were only 11 members present
with 2 apologies. Perhaps AGM attendance is an issue with most clubs but I had hoped we
were going to be more pro-active.
A lot of discussion revolved around the insurance issues related to Club Runs and individual
rider insurance cover and the implications lack of this had for the rider and Club. Since the
AGM this has been largely resolved and clarified – see following item in Newsletter.
There were still some issues involved in the change over of the Treasurer’s role so Jason
could not give a definitive balance on the account. However we do have a healthy balance
and the main issue prior to the AGM has now been largely resolved.
Mike Coulter gave the General Secretary’s and Racing Secretary’s reports – 3 x A4 which can
be sent to you via email if you ask.
Roger Stevens said the membership was at 80 with about 60 ‘active’ members – which
includes 20 1st yr members, 15 Life Members and 25 paying members. He also reported that
the 2014 Jumble had made a profit of £255 and there would be another one in 2015, Saturday
21 February at Southfleet Village Hall.
Officers. There was some change. Patrick McMaster who has done the Social Secs job for
quite a number of years resigned and Steve Harrington took on this role. Many many thanks
to Patrick who has been a stalwart over that time and organized successfully the annual
Dinner, Jumbles, Reliability Rides and Quiz Nights over that time. Mike Coulter wanted to
reduce some of his roles so Dave Barclay stepped in to assist with the Race Secretary duties
and Steve Harrington volunteered to take over the Editorship of the Newsletter. 78 editions
over 14 years, initially with Don Bardoe, printing being done surreptitiously at school, only
black and white photos, collating, stapling, envelope stuffing and stamp sticking – aah I
remember them well!!!! Hopefully we will see ‘new young blood and ideas’ being transfused
into the Newsletter, and Club for that matter. It is the only way we will prosper.

INSURANCE

issues …………please read carefully

and take on board!
One of the issues before the AGM was the worry about the lack of insurance cover
for anyone leading a ride, whether they were adequately qualified etc. This has been
resolved as Gravesend CC is now an affiliated club of the CTC. In so being we now
have cover against 3rd party claims for anyone leading a club ride.
Another issue was the lack of insurance cover against 3rd party claims by individual
members on a ride. Individual members are not covered under the affiliated club
status with CTC. An individual rider must be individually insured. This can be done
by
i)
as an affiliated club to the CTC and individual can buy CTC 3rd party insurance
for £16 per year.
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ii)
young Keith Allen, a font of useful knowledge found out that the BC (British
Cycling) Ride membership covers club rides so long as they are not competitive.
Refer to the BC website http://www.britishcycling.org.uk/membership/ride
If you want a BC racing licence then you will have to go for the Silver membership
Keith also came up with the following!!! Nice one Keith ………..
http://road.cc/content/news/134495-australian-man-ordered-pay-17mdamages-after-collision-fellow-cyclist
………………………… So just be careful who you ride next to and ensure that
whatever money you have in savings is earning a high rate of
interest!!!!!!!

IT IS YOUR RESPONSIBILITY TO ENSURE THAT YOU HAVE ADEQUATE INSURANCE
COVER WHEN OUT ON CLUB RIDES FOR YOUR OWN SAKE AND FOR THOSE WHO
RIDE WITH YOU.

Forthcoming Events - 2015
October
19th
November 28th

AGM
Dinner & Awards Evening

10s & Hillclimb
Sundays 11am Q10/24
March 22 & 29 – road bikes only
September 6
Tuesday evenings – Q10/24
April
7
14
May
5
12
June
2
9
July
7
7
August
4
11

21
19
16
21
18

28
26
23
28
25

30

Hillclimb QHC/1
September 20 Sunday 11am
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